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Abstract
Endoscopic surgery, developed in response to the increased demand for less-invasive treatment, is now rapidly
expanding its applications. This article explains the advantages and problems of endoscopic surgery compared
with conventional surgical treatment based on peer-reviewed papers providing Level I or II evidence. We describe
the safety, less-invasiveness and postoperative outcomes of endoscopic surgery, focusing on laparoscopic
surgery for gallstone disease, gastric cancer, colorectal cancer, appendicitis, and gastroesophageal reflux, where
this technology has been actively applied. Although it is clear that this approach involves several problems
specific to diseases in particular organ systems, clinical results show that laparoscopic surgery is a new surgical
approach offering the benefits of less-invasiveness and achieving long-term postoperative outcomes comparable
to those of conventional open surgery.

To ensure the safe and secure use of this new surgical approach, it has been pointed out that the establish-
ment of proper systems for education and training of endoscopic surgeries is important. It is demonstrated here
that there is a need for clinical experience and training in a certain number of cases (“learning curve”) to acquire
the necessary surgical skills by showing our clinical experiences of laparoscopic gastrectomy. In addition, it is also
stressed that a Web-based textbook “WebSurg,” one of the e-learning systems, is useful in the field of endoscopic
surgeon education.
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of complications due to a lack of experience in the
initial stage of clinical introduction. For this rea-
son, it is required to clearly define the advantages
of a new therapy and its benefits for patients, as
well as to address any related clinical problems.

This article points out the advantages and
problems of endoscopic surgery in an objective
and concrete manner. Discussion is based on
reports of clinical studies comparing endoscopic
surgery and conventional surgical treatment,
focusing on representative peer-reviewed papers
providing Level I or II evidence. We describe the
safety, less invasiveness, postoperative outcomes,
and prognosis of endoscopic surgery, focusing on
laparoscopic surgery for cholecystolithiasis, gas-
tric cancer, colorectal cancer, appendicitis, and
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Introduction

Endoscopic surgery, developed in response to the
increasing demand for less-invasive treatment, is
now rapidly expanding its applications not only in
gastroenterological surgery and general surgery
but also in urology, obstetrics/gynecology, respira-
tory surgery, endocrine surgery, pediatric surgery,
orthopedic surgery, anesthesiology, and all other
fields of surgical treatment. Endoscopically-guided
cholecystectomy, which was first performed in 1986
in France, has been practiced at many medical
institutions in Japan since about 1990. The history
of medicine offers many examples of situations
in which the development of a new therapeutic
modality was thwarted by the frequent occurrence
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gastroesophageal reflux, where this technology
has been actively applied.

What Are the “Advantages” and
“Problems” of Endoscopic Surgery?—
Based on the reports of comparative
clinical studies

What are the advantages of endoscopic surgery?
Although during the relatively short 10-year his-
tory of this procedure little evidence has been
accumulated demonstrating the advantages and
problems of endoscopic surgery relative to those
of conventional surgical treatment, there are some
clinical studies comparing endoscopic surgery
with conventional surgical treatment for diseases
of particular organ systems.

Here, we focus on laparoscopic surgery, which
is a representative form of endoscopic surgery,
and discuss the comparative results of laparo-
scopic surgery and open surgery for cholecysto-
lithiasis, appendicitis, colorectal cancer, gastric
cancer, and gastroesophageal reflux based on
reports providing Level I or II evidence.

Laparoscopic and open surgery for
cholecystolithiasis
Scandinavian countries have been leading in the
comparative study of laparoscopic cholecystec-
tomy and open cholecystectomy.1,2 These two
studies come to similar conclusions, stating that
laparoscopic surgery significantly contributed to
the decrease in postoperative pain, the decrease
in respiratory insufficiency, and the shortening in
hospital stay and work-off periods as compared
with open surgery, while there were no changes in
the indicators of surgical invasion such as blood
CRP, IL6, urine adrenalin, and cortisol levels.

Laparoscopic and open surgery for
appendicitis
While laparoscopic surgery for appendicitis takes
longer than open surgery, the occurrence of com-
plications is comparable, and many reports agree
on the benefits of less invasiveness of laparo-
scopic surgery, such as the decrease in wound
infection, the decrease in postoperative pain,
shorter hospital stay, and earlier rehabilitation.3,4

Laparoscopic and open surgery for
colorectal cancer
The results of randomized studies comparing

laparoscopic and open surgery for colorectal
cancer have been reported from the NCI trial5 in
the U.S., the CLASSIC trial in the U.K., the
COLOR trial in Europe, a study in Hong Kong,6

etc. during the past several years. Studies agree
that there is no difference in remote outcome in
terms of 2- to 3-year short-term prognosis. While
laparoscopic surgery significantly shortened
postoperative hospital stay and the duration of
analgesic use, and one report found no difference
in the total cost of care and the QOL at 1 year
after operation.7

Laparoscopic and open surgery for gastric
cancer
No randomized comparative study has examined
laparoscopic gastrectomy and open surgery using
a sufficiently large number of cases. The interim
analysis of one randomized comparative study
regarding distal gastrectomy for early-stage gastric
cancer, albeit small in sample size, demonstrated
that laparoscopic surgery was a less-invasive
therapy that was as curative as open surgery.8,9

Other randomized comparative studies and
case-control studies generally detected no differ-
ence in the occurrence of complications between
open and laparoscopic surgery. The results of
randomized comparative studies showed that
laparoscopic distal gastrectomy was associated
with lower occurrence of postoperative respira-
tory insufficiency9 and respiratory complications,10

and further evaluations of these findings are
awaited. The occurrence of ileus has been reported
to be lower after laparoscopic surgery than after
open surgery.

Many reports available at the present suggest
the usefulness of laparoscopic surgery, although
this has not been supported by high-level evi-
dence yet. Considering the small sample size in
most of these studies, it is necessary to conduct
multicenter randomized comparative studies
that can provide high-level evidence supporting
statistical demonstration of usefulness. As of
August 2008, a phase-2 clinical trial covering the
stages up to T2, N1 is planned by the Gastric
Surgery Group of the Japan Clinical Oncology
Group (JCOG), to be followed by a phase-3
comparative study in the future.

Laparoscopic and open surgery for
gastroesophageal reflux
An active study to compare laparoscopic surgery
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and conventional open surgery for gastroesoph-
ageal reflux has been conducted. Reports have
found no difference in subjective and objective
comparison at 6 months,11 2 years,12 and 5 years13

postoperatively. The superiority of laparoscopic
surgery has been demonstrated in terms of lower
occurrence of postoperative wound infection, pul-
monary complications, and epigastric bloating.14

On the other hand, there are reports of higher

occurrence of swallowing difficulty at 1 and 3
months after laparoscopic surgery as compared
with open surgery.15,16 Whether this difference is
attributable to the difference in surgical proce-
dures should be determined in future evaluation.

As discussed above, clinical results show that
laparoscopic surgery is a new surgical approach
offering the benefits of less invasiveness and
achieving long-term postoperative outcomes

Open surgery
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Fig. 1 Number of cases of open vs. laparoscopic surgery for primary gastric cancer
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Fig. 2 The learning curve regarding intraoperative bleeding volume—
 laparoscopy-assisted pylorus-preserving gastrectomy (n�80)
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comparable to those of conventional open sur-
gery. On the other hand, it is also clear that this
approach involves several problems specific to
diseases in particular organ systems.

Overcoming the Problems of
Endoscopic Surgery

To ensure the safe and secure use of this new
surgical approach, sufficient education and train-
ing, as well as clinical experience, are required.
The necessary surgical skills may not be acquired
quickly as there is a need for clinical experience
and training on a certain number of cases, and
there is a “learning curve.”

Our experience regarding the “learning
curve”—trends in the number of surgical
cases and intraoperative bleeding volume
Figure 1 shows the trends in the annual number
of surgical cases treated for primary gastric can-
cer at the Department of General and Gastro-
enterological Surgery, Osaka Medical College.
After the introduction of laparoscopic surgery
9 years ago, the number of cases treated with
laparoscopic surgery continued to increase year
by year. The breakdown of the 328 cases of laparo-
scopic surgery for gastric cancer during this period
mainly consists of distal gastrectomy. Focusing on
laparocscopy-assisted pylorus-preserving gas-
trectomy, Fig. 2 shows how intraoperative bleed-
ing volume decreases with the number of cases
each surgeon has experienced. The bleeding vol-
ume decreases to 100 mL or lower after the expe-
rience of 20 cases, and stabilizes at a level below
50 mL after 50 cases. These results demonstrate a
typical “learning curve.”17

Education using a Web-based textbook
“WebSurg”
Because of the fundamental difference from the
conventional approach of open surgery, endo-
scopic surgery involves many problems such as
the inability to perform palpation, the small field
of view, the difficulty in grasping the situation
in its entirety, and the poor sense of depth on a
2-dimensional monitor. Various methods for
teaching operating skills in endoscopic surgery
have been attempted, including training with

animal labs and virtual reality systems and show-
ing videos of surgical operations performed by
experts at academic meetings and workshops.18

The use of Internet-based learning materials is
showing great progress, and is widely accepted
with high regard. In particular, the effectiveness
of WebSurg (http://www.websurg.com) (Fig. 3)
specializing in endoscopic surgery is remarkable.
This web site allows the visitor to view surgical
videos of internationally esteemed endoscopic
surgeons, as well as explanations of operations
and relevant specialist opinions, covering over
150 procedures.

Since its launch by IRCAD (Institute de
Recherche contre les Cancers de l’Appareil
Digestif)/EITS (European Institute of Telesur-
gery) (President: Prof. Jacques Marecaux) in
Strasbourg (France) in January 2001,19 the author
and colleagues have been developing the Japa-
nese version of WebSurg. While working in daily
practice, surgeons can access this site via the
Internet and receive various training ranging
from the basics of endoscopic surgery to the prac-
tical aspects of the most up-to-date procedures.
In 2007, WebSurg was accessed 1.06 million times
from 207 countries worldwide. There were 35,992
accesses from Japan, with a mean connection
time of 6 min 30 sec.20 In this way, WebSurg
is making a great contribution to international
society including Japan in the field of endoscopic
surgeon education.

Fig. 3 The top page of WebSurg, a web-based textbook
on endoscopic surgery

(http://www.websurg.com)
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